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ABSTRACT
cahnite is one of the few crystals assigned to crystal class 4. A precession study showed
that its difiraction symbol is 4/mI-/-, which contains space groups 14, 14, and' I4/m. Because of the known 4 morphology, it must be assigned to space group 14. The unit cell,
whose dimensions arc a:7.11 A, c:6.2o A, contains 2CazBAsO+(OH)r.The structure was
studied with the aid of intensity measurements made with a single-crystal diffractometer.
Patterson syntheses were made for projections along the c, a, and [110] directions' The
so that the
atomic numbers of the atoms are in the ratio As:Ca:O:B:H:33:20:8:5:1,
Patterson peaks are dominated by the atom pairs containing As as one member of the pair.
Since there are only two As in a body-centered cell, one As can be arbitrarily assigned to the
origin. Then the major peaks of the Patterson syntheses are at locations of atoms in the
structure. The structure, determined approximately in this manner, was refined by leastsquares and by two-dimensional difference maps.
The structure consists of As tetrahedrally surrounded by Or at a distance oi 1.68 A'
and B tetrahedrally surrounded by Oz at a distance of 1.47 A. Car is surrounded by four Or
at a distance oI 2.M A,, and by four Oz aI 2.55 A, while Cas is surrounded by four Ot at 2.38
A and four Ozat2.54 A. The structure of cahnite is somewhat similar to that of zircon and
its numerous isomorphs, but more specifically, it is a derivative structure based upon
KHgAsOr, so that its formula can be written CaHzB+AslOr.

INrnoructroN
Cahnite, CarBAsOa(OH)a,is a rare mineral found originally in the
mines at Franklin, New Jersey. This paper contains the results of an investigation of its crystal structure, using single-crystal c-ray diffraction
methods.
Cahnite was first mentioned in the literature by Palache (1921) in a
paper read by title only at a meeting of the Mineralogical Society of
America. Subsequently,Palacheand Bauer (1927) publisheda paper describing the occurrence,morphology, chemistry, and physical properties
of Franklin cahnite. Palache (1941) gave additional morphological information. Biigge (1952)reported an occurrenceof cahnite in the Klodeborg mine, Arendal, Norway.
Pnp,vrousWonx
Palache and Bauer (1927) published three analyses o{ cahnite. These
are given in Table 1 along with the composition calculated from the
* Presented at the Fifth Congress of the International Union of Crystallography, Cambridge, England, August 17,19ffi, and at the 41st Meeting of the Mineralogical Society of
America, Denver, Colorado, October 31, 1960.
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Tnsr,n 1. Cnrurca.l Axlrysns oF CAHNTTE,
aorrn Plra.cnr eNo Beunn (1927)
J

very pure material
CaO
BzOa
AszOr
HzO

38.27
10.14
36.79

Pbo
Mso

1.15
0.24

ZnO
COz

rr.75
trace
trace

3 7. r 3
lt.64

s7.47
It.78
trace

3 7. 6 2
11.86
38.05
12.42

A

calculated

37.&
tr.74
3 8 .5 4
12.08

1. 5 8

formula Ca2BAsOa(OH)a.According to these authors, analysis 3 in
Table 1 came from a very pure sample. From these figures it is evident
that there is little likelihood that much substitution exists in cahnite, nor
is there any doubt that the formula is correct. According to Palacheand
Bauer, the density of cahnite is 3.156 and the hardnessis 3; cahnite is
uniaxial positive with no: 1.662and nn : 1.663.
Palache (1941) assignedcahnite to the crystal class 4 on the basis of
the developmentof the form {311}. Cahnite is one of the few mineralsin
this class.
Specn GnouP AND UNrr CELL
X-ray photographs were taken with the Weissenberg and precession
camerasusing CuKa and MoKa radiations.Precessionphotographslead
to a tetragonal unit cell with
a : 7.ll L,
c : 6.20A.
The difiraction symbol, lmI-/-, contains space groups 14, 14, and
I4f m.Because of the morphological symmetry, it must be assignedto the
space group 14.
There are two formula weights per body-centeredcell. Palache and
Bauer's (1927) cfa ratio corresponds to the face-centered cell. If the
diffraction results are referred to a face-centeredcell, the axial ratio is
c/a : 6.20/(7.ll X 1.4r4): 0.616
as compared to the morphologicalvalue of 0.615. This relation must be
considered when aligning cahnite crystals Ior r-ray analysis using
Palache's indexing.
It is interesting to note that, to our knowledge, no other terrestrial
minerals have been reported in space group -I4. The only minerals assigned to this space group by Donnay and Nowacki (1954) are the
meteoricphosphidesof the schreibersite(FeaP)tyne.
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Corr,ncrroN op INtBNSrtms
Collection of three-dimensional difiraction intensities was carried out
using an equi-inclination single-crystal diffractometer with a Geiger
counter as a detector. Several small splinters were cleaved from the
original crystals and checkedfor twinning with the polarizing microscope
and by Weissenbergphotographs. The crystal chosenwas untwinned and
had the following dimensions:0.061X0.064X0.3 mm., with the longest
dimension in the direction of the c axis.
All intensities were collected using CuKa radiation. An absorption correction was made by assuming that the crystal approximated a cylinder
a f t e r t h e m e t h o d o f B u e r g e ra n d N i i z e k i ( 1 9 5 8 ) .
ParrBnsoN Pno;ocrroNs
Patterson syntheseswere computed for the projections along c, a and
[110].The projection along c, given in Fig. 1, turned out to be the most
useful becauseits plane group, 14, is the same as that of the electrondensity projection along c. Because of the relatively small number of
Fourier coefficientsavailable for each computation, the Patterson maps
show large series-termination effects. Any attempt to interpret the
Patterson, or, for that matter, the electron-densitymaps, must take
these efiects into account when determining atom Iocations.
The atomic numbers of the atoms in cahnite are in the ratio As : Ca: O :

Fro. 1. Patterson projection of cahnite along c.
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B : H:33 : 20: 8:5 : 1 so that the Patterson peaks are dominated by atom
pairs containing As as one member of the pair. Since the body-centered
unit cell contains 2 CazBAsOr(OH)a,there are 2 As, 2 B, 4 Ca, and 16 O to
be distributed among the equivalent positions of the spacegroup. Table
2 gives the equipoints for space group 14. It is obvious that As must be
assignedto position 2a, 2b, 2c or 2d, which are indistinguishable. If As is
arbitrarily assignedto the origin, equipoint 2a, the major peaks of the
Ttnll. 2. AssrcxunNrol Arous rN Carnqrrr:ro Eourvlr,oxr Posrrronsor 14
Equipoint

Point
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00+
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I
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Or, Oz

Patterson projectionscan be expectedto lie at locationsof atoms in the
structure,
With As assignedto position 2a, then 2 B and 4 Ca must occupy either
two or three of the positions 26 through 4f . Examination of Fig. 1 shows
that the strongest peaks occur at the origin and at 0|. These peaks represent the usual origin peak plus peaks due to the atoms in special positions. Since the projection along o and [110] showed only peaks which
could be due to atoms in equipoints 2b, 2c and 2d, equipoints 4e and 4J
were eliminated as possibleCa locations.
Two additional sets of peaks in Fig. 1 are in fourfold coordination
around the origin and 0f. From the formula of cahnite and from the results of other structure analyses,it is reasonableto assumethat As and
B are tetrahedrally surrounded by oxygen. If this is true in cahnite, each
of the two additional peaks represents superposedimages of oxygen as
seen from As and Ca. The peaks, therefore, determine the approximate
oxygenlocations.The distribution of oxygen atoms, as well as B and Ca,
is then as given in the right-hand column of Table 2. It does not matter
whether B is assignedto equipoitt 2c or 2d, until the signs of the z coordinates of the oxygens are established.
If the positions of the four cations are fixed, the relative positions of the
the oxygenscan be obtained by taking the r and / coordinatesfrom Fig. 1
and assumingregular tetrahedral coordination around the As and B. The
orientation of each tetrahedron with respect to two positions which differ
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from each other by a 90orotation around the 4 axis cannot be determined
from the Patterson projections. Calculation of the closest Or-Oz* distance for each of the four possible combinations of orientations gives
1.95A, l.2l L,2.77 A, and.1.97A. ttre only acceptableOr-Ozdistanceis
2.77 hwhich uniquely d.etermines
the oxygenlocations.
RBTTNBnBNT

The structure, establishedas describedin the precedingsection,was refined by least-squaresand two-dimensional difierence maps. The parameters varied during least-squaresrefinement were the scale factor, the
coordinates of Or and 02, and individual isotropic temperature factors.
Computations were carried out on the IBM 704 digital computer using a
two-dimensional Fourier program and the crystallographic least-squares
program written by Busing and Levy (1959).
The oxygen parameters converged in three cycles to the values given
in stage 4 of Table 3. Ifowever, the temperature factors of As and Ca refined to negative values. Further cycles were run in which different conditions were imposed on the refinement to try fo determine the cause of
the negative temperaturefactors. When reflectionswith sin d(0.2 were
not included and the cation temperaturefactors were set to 0.4, the results in stage 5 of Table 3 were obtained. When the temperature factors
were refined they again became negative. The coordinates in stage 6 resulted from a cycle of refinement in which a separatescalefactor was assignedto eachlevel. An interestingresult of this was that, when the temperature factors were allowed to vary, all of them refined to positirre
quantities. This suggeststhat the data for the separate levels differed in
some way not taken into account. Since the temperature factors obtained
are thus not considered to be reliable they have not been included in
Table 3. It can be seenfrom the table, however,that changesin temperature factors and number of reflections used in refinement, as well as
changesin scalefactors, have very little efiect on the oxygen coordinates.
In order to test the refinement results, and at the same time to detect
any possible anomaly due to hydrogen, two-dimensional difference maps
were computed for the projection along c. These confirmed the leastsquaresresults. The hydrogen locations are discussedin the next section.
FrNar Srnucrunn
The final structure is shown in Fig. 2. The cahnite structure is similar to
that of zirconand its numerousisomorphs(Durif-Varambon, 1959),the
main difference being that cahnite contains hydrogen. The Ca atoms in
cahnite are in the same position asZr, and the B and As are in the same
* Or is the oxygen neighbor of As,
and Oz is the neighbor of B.
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T.lsr-n 3. Rrsurrs ol Lust-SQuepss RBrrNnurNr
Stageof Refinement
Atom

Parameter

v
r
v

Oz

--il-

t

t-

. lo/

.r78
.054
.167

.178
.055
.167

.159
.4M
.1t2

.159
.445
.113

.159
.444
.ttz

.160
.444
.113

.105

.076

.075

.059

.179
.054
.165

.t78
.053

. lJ,

.174
.043
.154

.160
.454
.tt4

.159
.448
.110

.r27

.t69
.031

Or

tl

z l l r o l- l r c l l

>lF"l
Stage
1
J
J

4

q

6

Original coordinates from Patterson maps.
End of 1st cycle.
End of 2nd cycle.
Bnd of 3rd cycle (including all reflections except 002 which was greatly afiected
by extinction). Temperature factors of As and Caz set to .01; other temperature factors allowed to vary.
Reflection with sin d(0.2 removed. Temperature factors of cations set to 04'
Separate scale factors assigned to each level. Other conditions same as stage 5'

position as Si in zircon. But the structure of cahnite is more closely related to that of KHzAsOa, and can be regarded as a derivative of it in
which half the arsenic is replaced by boron, and neutrality is maintained by substituting Ca for K. From this point of view the formula of
cahnite can be written CaH2B;AsiOa. Accordingly, cahnite may be expected to act as a piezoelectric, and, possibly, as a ferroelectric at low
temperatures.
On the basis of least-squares refinement and difierence maps' the
, r : . 1 7 8 , . 0 5 4 , . 1 6 7 ,a n d 0 2 : . 1 6 0 , ' 4 + 4 , . 1 1 4 ,W e r e
o x y g e nc o o r d i n a t e sO
regarded as the best set. Interatomic distancescomputed using these coordinates are given in Table 4. As is surrounded by 4 Or at a distance of
1.68 A in a tetrahedron elongated along the c axis' B is surrounded by
4Oz at a distance of 1.47 A itt a nearlyregular tetrahedron. The Or-Or
distanceis 2.56A along the two horizontal edgesof the AsOatetrahedron
and.2.79 A along the other two edges.The edgesof the BOa tetrahedra
are all about 2.4d A. Ca, is surrounded by 4 Or a't a distance of 2'44 A and
by 4 02 at 2.55 A. Cu, is surrounded by 4 Or at a distanceof 2.38A and
4 Ozat a distanceof 2.54A.
The most probable Iocation for the hydrogen bond is between the two
oxygens connected with dotted line ,4 in Fig. 2. This Or-Oz distance is
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Frc. 2. Projections of the model of the cahnite structure along c (top) and along o
(bottom). The unshaded tetrahedra are AsOr and the shaded ones are BOr. Ca is shown
by circles. Dotted lines A ard B indicate possible hydrogen bonds.
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Tesln 4. Ixrnrarourc Drsrnr.rcBsrN Canwrre

Coordinate
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3.65
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2.40
2.40

fiyz
..
I
j-2t
1
2

I
^"
2-rt

--I
^r 2

tta

I
2-L
I
2

Number of
Neighbors

2.44
2.55

4
+

2.38

4
4
I
z

I
I
I
I

1

2.80 A, the closest approach of Or to Or. The two-dimensional difierence
maps, however, show a peak between the oxygensconnectedby dotted
Iine B in Fig. 2. This latter distanceis 2.96 A. tt ir felt that nothing furthur can be said about the location of the hydrogen without further
intensity data.
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AoorrroNar- Norp
P. Embrey (1960) has kindly sent to us the proof sheetsof a forthcoming paper concerning a new occurrenceof cahnite and his suggestions
for a structure basedon a comparison of the powder s-ray photographs of
cahnite and xenotime. The occurrence is at Capo di Bove, near Rome,
Italy. Embrey determined cell dimensions from a modified Nelson-Riley
extrapolation of powder data and found
+ 0.0015
A
a: 7.0952
+ 0.003A
c : 6.1904
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These values are probably more accurate than ours. We are in agreement
as to the similarity of the cahnite structure to that of xenotime and
zircon.
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